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A bstract 

Earlier work (Sonis and Hewings, 1993, 1995; Sonis, Hewings and Miyazawa 1997a) has 

explored new ways of examining the structure of regional economies using input-output and 

social accounting systems. In this paper, attention is focused on a new approach to the 

interpretation of Miyazawa's concepts of left and right multipliers in the decomposition of 

multiregional input-output systems. Using the technique of the multiplier product matrix 

(Sonis et al., 1997c), the hierarchical decomposition proposed exploits the insights offered by 

the fields of influence theory and provides a way of interpreting Miyazawa's left and right 

multipliers in terms of multiregional feedback loops. 

Keywords: Multiplier product matrix; Multiregional imput-output; Block decomposition 

JEL classlfication: C67; D57; R15 

I . Introduction 

In recent years, several new perspectives on economic structure and structural 

have been added to and extended from those originally proposed by Miyazawa (1966, 
change 
1971). 
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In this paper, an attempt is made to link these approaches in a way that provides a clear path 

from one to the other, thereby revealing the different insights generated by each component 

more directly comparable or complementary to the others. The paper begins with a presenta-

tion of the multiplier product matrix (MPM) and its .associated economic landscapes; the 

hierarchical structure revealed here can be shown to yield a block representation of the fleld 

of influence of change, a technique designed to identify analytically important elements in a 

matrix. From here, the notions of interdependence, especially the identification of internal 

and external multipliers, originally proposed by Miyazawa, can be generated and reinterpreted 

with the MPM structure. Finally, the paths of propagation of influence in this integrated 

system can be revealed through the identification of feedback loops. Hence, the path of 

decomposition of economic structure can be traced in the way shown in table I , thus providing 

a better, more unified sense of the differing yet complementary perspectives offered by the 

alternative techniques. 

TABLE 1: LINKS BETWEEN METHODOLOGIES 

II . Economic Cross-Structure Landscapes of MPM and the Rank-Size 
Hierarchies of Backward and Forward Linkagesl 

This section introduces the notion of artificial economic landscapes and the correspond-

ing multiplier product matrices representing the essence of key sector analysis. The definition 

of the multiplier product matrix is as follows: Iet A = 11 a,, Il be a matrix of direct inputs in the 

usual input-output system, and B = (1-A) ~1 Il b,! Il the associated Leontief inverse matrix and 

let Bv and B,. be the column and row multipliers of this Leontief inverse. These are defined as: 

B = I' ~bu jl'2,...,n ~bu' B 
v
 l =] j =1 

(1) 

and represent components of the row and column vectors of column and row multipliers in the 

following form: 

1 The first part of this section draws on Sonis et al., (1997c) 
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Bl. 

M.(B)=[B.lB.2"'B.p] M(B)- B2' 

B~ . 

Let V be the global intensity of the Leontief inverse matrix: 

V= ~ ~b,, 
,=iJ=] 

Then, the input-output multiplier product matrix (MPM) is defined as: 

M= l 
V
 

V ~B' l
 

t=1 

ll B,.B. Il 

Bl' 

l B2' 
~ 

B^ ' 

n 

=:~B - l - B ' v
 J=1 

B2' 

B2' B'^)  

1
 

B ) I _(ll 

l
 

ll m~ Il 

B]. 

l) B2' 

B~ ' 

61 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

or, in vector notation: 

M= I .(B)M(B) V M(B)xl IXM(B) (5) V
 

The properties of the MPM that will now be considered will focus on (i) the hierarchy of 

backward and forward linkages and their economic landscape associated with the cross-

structure of the MPM; and (ii) the interpretation of MPM as a matrix of flrst order intensities 

of the fields of influence of individual changes in direct inputs. 

The concept of key sectors is based on the notion of backward and forward linkages and 

has been associated with the work of both Rasmussen ( 1956) and Hirshman (1958). The 
major thrust of the analytical techniques, and subsequent modifications and extensions, has 

been towards the identification of sectors whose linkage structures are such that they create an 

above-average impact on the rest of the economy when they expand or in response to changes 

elsewhere in the system. Rasmussen (1956) proposed two types of indices drawing on entries 

in the Leontief inverse: 

l. Power of dispersion for the backward linkages, BLJ , as follows: 

_1 1 " BLj T,~]b,J ~T,~lb,J-

1 ./JL I V 
2
 
/
 

V=B = -B vn n
 

n
 

an d 
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2. The indices of the sensitivity of dispersion for forward linkages, FL, , as follows: 

,:= l'l I n FL - ~bv ~T ~b 
n '=] n tj=1 

2
 
/
 

1
 
1
 

t
 
n
 

n
 
n
 

(7) 

The usual interpretation is to propose that BL! > I indicates that a unit change in final 

demand in sectorj will create an above average increase in activity in the economy; similarly, 

for FL, > 1, it is asserted that a unit change in all sectors' final demand would create an above 

average increase in sector i. A key sector is usually defined as one in which both indices are 

greater than l; the graphical representation is shown in figure I for the Chinese economy. 

The definitions of backward and forward linkages provided by (6) and (7) imply that the 

rank-size hierarchies (rank-size ordering) of these indices coincide with the rank-size hierar-

chies of the column and row multipliers. It is important to underline, in this connection, that 

the column and row multipliers for MPM are the same as those for the Leontief inverse 
matrix. Thus, the structure of the MPM is essentially connected with the properties of sectoral 

backward and forward linkages. 

The structure of the matrix, M, can be ascertained in the following fashion: consider the 

largest column multiplier, B.., and the largest row multiplier, B,.., of the Leontief inverse, with 

1
 the element m = -B, .B. , Iocated in the place (io, jo) of the matrix, M. Moreover, all rows 

, '.J. V " " 
of the matrix, M, are proportional to the i'oh row, and the elements of this row are larger than 

the corresponding elements of all other rows. The same property applies to thej'oh column of the 

same matrix. Hence, the element located in (io. jo) defines the center of the largest cross within 

FIGURE I SECTORS CLASSIFICATION IN CHINESE EcoNoMY(1987) 
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the matrix, M. If this cross is excluded from M, then the second largest cross can be identified 

and so on. Thus, the matrix, M, contains the rank-size sequence of crosses. One can reorganize 

the locations of rows and columns of M in such a way that the centers of the corresponding 

crosses appear on the main diagonal. In this fashion, the matrix will be reorganized so that a 

descending economic landscape will be apparent (see figure 2). 

This rearrangement also reveals the descending rank-size hierarchies of the Rasmussen-

Hirschman indices for forward and backward linkages. Inspection of that part of the 
landscape with indices > I (the usual criterion for specification of key sectors) will enable the 

identification of the key sectors. However, it is important to stress that the construction of the 

economic landscape for different regions or for the same region at different points in time 

would create the possibility for the establishment of a taxonomy of these economies. 

The most important property of the economic landscape is that the components of the M 

matrix represent the intensities of the first order fields of influence of changes, i.e. , the 

components of the gradients of changes in all direct inputs. This gradient is used as a measure 

of the inverse importance of direct inputs (see Sonis and Hewings, 1989); inverse important 

inputs are those whose changes lead to the greatest impact on the economic system. 

EI. Hierarchical Inclusion of Economic Landscapes. 

In this section, attention will be directed to a description of multiple shifts in intraregional 

backward and forward linkages and the associated changes in the positions of key sectors 

under the influence of interaction between the region and the rest of economy. The approach 

creates the possibility to evaluate immediately when economic sectors became more important 

for the regional economy under the influence of synergetic interactions with the rest of 

economy. 

FIGURE 2 CHINESE EcoNOMlc LANDscAPE(1987) 
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The main analytical tool of the hierarchical inclusion of the economic landscapes will now 

be revealed. Consider the product. B =B B , of two matrices. B andB , of the respective sizes 

n Xm. m Xp. Let 

Bj= ,~lb,j; B,. = ~b,J 

= =] 

Btj= ,~lb:j; B;･ = ~ b ･ (8) 
= 

=1 'j 

B ~b,J. B:･= ~b" 
j=1 'J 

be the column and row multipliers of these matrices. Using the definition of V, the global 

intensity of the matrix B from (3), the following multiplicative connections between the 

vectors of column and row multipliers of these matrices exist: 

[B.lB.2. .B.p] = [BllB:2' 

V= [B.1B.2-

.B'm] XB ; 

B
;
 
-

B ~] X B~-

B~ . 

These expresssions can be checked by 
corresponding vectors and matrices. 

Further, specify the following vectors: 

Bl' B;. 
B2' _B' X B~. . 

B~ ' B" 

direct 

M,(B) = [B'IB.2" 'B.p] 

M,(B ) = [B,lB.2"'B.~] 

M,(B ) = [B.lB.2"'B.~] 

Bl. B;. 
M(B)- B2' M(B )- B~. 

B~ ' B~ . 

calculations of the 

B;-

M(B")- B~-

B~ -

components 

(9) 

of the 

(lO) 

as the row vectors and column vectors with components that are the column and row 
multipliers of the matrices, B. B .B . Using this notation, equation (9) may be presented in the 

following form: 

M.(B)=M.(B )B ; 

M,(B)=B M.(B ); (ll) 
V=M.(B )M.(B ) 
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Consider the economic system that is comprised of a region r and the rest of economy, R . 

The corresponding input-output system can be represented by the block matrix 

= 

 

A (A.. A.R (12) ~4R. ARR 

Assume that the intra-regional matrix, A~, of the region r has the following incremental 

change E.., and A.R, AR, are the inter-regional matrices representing direct input connections 

between region and the rest of the economy, while the matrix ARR represents the intra-regional 

inputs within the rest of the economy. 

The Leontief inverse B = (1 -A ) ~1 can be formally presented in the following block form: 

. [""^, "":^ 

= 

 

(13) 

an d 

(Schur, 

this can be further 

1917; Banachiewicz, 

elaborated with 

1937; Miyazawa, 

the help of the Schur-Banachiewicz 

1966; Sonis and Hewings, 1993): 

B=[B ~ B B'A'RBRRJ =[B i"B J
 

B"A'RBR 

R R, ,, RR R, , 

formula 

(14) 

where the matrices B.= (1 -A..)~1 and B^ = (1 -ARR)~1 represent the Miyazawa internal matrix 

multipliers for the region r and the rest of economy (revealing the interindustry propagation 

effects within the isolated region and isolated rest of economy) while the matricesAR.B.. B.A.R 

. Ari~ BR. and BRAR. show the induced effects on output or input between the two parts of 

input-output system (Miyazawa, 1966). 

Further: 

B":= (1 -Arr~ArRBRAR ) 

BRR(1-ARR-A BA )~l Rr r rR 

(15) 

are the extended Leontief multipliers for the region r and the rest of economy. 

between these extended Leontief multipliers are: 

The connections 

B.. = B. + B,A ,R BRR A R, B, 

BRR=BR +BRAR B A,RBR 
(16) 

By using the Miyazawa decomposition, the extended Leontief inverses can be decomposed 

into the products of internal and external multipliers describing direct and induced self-

influences (Miyazawa, 1966, 1976; Sonis and Hewings, 1993): 

B.. = B. B~ := B~ B. 

BRR =BR BRRR BLRRBR 
(17) 

where 

B~. := (1 -B'A'R BR AR') ~ I ' 

BRR = (1 -BRAR'B'A R) 

B~=(1-A B A B)~1 .R R R, , 
BRR = (1 -AR.B.A.R BR ) 

(18) 
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are　the　left　and　right　Miyazawa　extemal　multipliers　for　the　region7and　the　rest　of　economy．

　　　lt　is　easy　to　see　that　for　the　block　Leontief　inverse（13），the　row　vector　M．（β）of　the

column　multipliers　has　the　following　block　form：

　　　　　　　　　　　　砿（B）一擁（瓦）＋砿（恥）砿（恥）＋砿（煽）］　　（19）

　　　Using（14），one　obtains：

　　　　　　　　砿（B）一匝（瓦）＋砿（恥）品砿（瓦）品＋砿（堀）］一

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（20）
　　　　　　　　一砿（瓦）レ森司＋砿（恥）レ誠・］

　　　Analogously，the　column　block　vector　ofthe　row　multipliers　ofthe　Leontiefinverse　B　can

be　presented　in　the　form：

　　　　　　　　　　　　M（B）一協繍噺麿1）］一

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一離濡暢伽ト　　　（21）

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一医轟」M（瓦）＋臣列砿（伽）

　　　Therefore，the　expressions（5）and（4）yield　the　following　form　of　the　multiplier　product

matrix　for　the　block　matrix、40f　the　multiregional　input－output　system　and　its　Leontief

inverse：

　　　　　　　1
ルf（B）＝　　　　　ルf，（β）ハ4，（B）＝

　　　　　V（B）

一V毒）｛阪囲』姻＋囲砿（恥）｝｛砿（疏）レオ　］照恥）瞬・］ト

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（22）

一Vあ）医オ』M（瓦）砿（瓦）巨オ　］＋V毒）隆オ』M（瓦陥）塵・1＋

＋V岳）囲M（恥）砿（瓦）レ・　］＋V占）囲砿（恥陥）匹司

　　　It　is　important　to　underline　that　the　application　of　equations（4）and（5）to　the　extended

Leontiefinverses，B侮B尺尺シwill　provide　the　following　extended　intraregional　multiplier　product

matrices　for　the　region　r　and　the　rest　of　economy：

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ルf，，＝ルf（B，，）＝＝　　　　　ルf，（B，，）ルf。（β，，）

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　V（B，，）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（23）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ルfRR＝ルf（BRR）＝　　　　　　　ルf，（BRR）ルf，（BRR）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　V（BRR）
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By　analogy　it　is　possible　to　define　the　interregional　extended　multiplier　product　matrices：

　　　　　　　　　　　　1　　　　　　　　　M沢＝　　　〃F7（Bの〃1，（BR尺）
　　　　　　　　　　　V（瓦）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（24）
　　　　　　　　　　　　1　　　　　　　　　ルfR，＝　　　ルf，（BRR）M，（B搾）
　　　　　　　　　　　V（BRR）

　Therefore，the　multiplier　product　matrix　for　the　bbck　matrix　A　of　the　multiregional

input－output　system　reveals　the　following　stmcture：

M（B）一 陰オ」坤轟司＋需隆左』ぬト丑・］＋

＋舞臣例艸品］＋需『山］輪卜E・］
（25）

　Denote　the　four　components　of　the　decomposition（25）as：M（β）［77］l　M（B）［7RL　M（β）

［R7］；M（B）［R・R1．Then：

ハ4（B）＝ルf（B）［77］十ルf（B）レR］十ルf（B）［R7］十ハ4（B）［RRl （26）

where
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（27）

（28）

M（B）［R・］一 囲帥副一需陰鯉憶酬（29）
M（B）［RR］一 囲略且・ト需臣徽書μ劉（3・）

　Using　the　block　structure　of　the　componentsルf（B）［7ア］l　M（B）［7Rllハ4（B）［R7］1

［RR］，one　can　constmct　the　block　structure　of　the　multiplier　product　matrix　as：

M（B）一
朧ll二瓢姶楓］

ルf（B）

（31）

by　summing　the　corresponding　blocks　from（27）一（30）1

［M（B）］・一 砿＋ ぬ毒B＋ 朋・雌＋ 丑森輪ム且；

［M（B）］’需ぬ＋需崩・B・＋需且オ轟・＋舞棚・仏オ轟；

［M（B）］・一 脇＋ 蜘出B＋ 脳・鉱＋ 堀必あB；
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[M(B)]^^= L~~~~il ~~~~~~1 I~~i J~~iBRAR.M A B MRR + l/ / DJL BRAR.M.R + J'~R.!t.R DR T ,..RR V(B ) V(B) 

(32) 

A more detailed analysis would focus on establishing connections between the economic 
landscapes generated by the intraregional Leontief inverses B.= (1 -A_)~1, BR = (1 -ARR) ~1 of 

the isolated region r and the isolated rest of economy and their extended regional Leontief 
inverses B.. = (1 -A.. -A.R BRAR.) ~ l; BRR = (1 -ARR -AR.B.A.R) ~ l. 

Initially, comparison will be made of the multiplier product matrices of the isolated region 

M. and the region within the economy M_. Equation ( 17) implies that the extended Leontief 

inverse can be decomposed into the products of internal and external multipliers describing 

direct and induced self-influences (Miyazawa, 1966, 1976): 

B..=B.B~.=B~.B. (33) 
where 

B~,=(1-B.A.RBRAR.) ; (34) ~i f,=(1-A.RBRAR.B,)~] 

are the left and right Miyazawa external multipliers for the region r. 

For the intraregional Leontief inverse B., the economic landscape of the isolated region r 

corresponds to the following multiplier product matrix: 

l
 M M(B,)= V(B.) M.(B )M (B ) (35) 

The economrc landscape M,.=M(B,.), of the extended Leontief inverse corresponds to 

the following multiplier product matrix 

M,. = M(B,.) = I M.(B_)M. (B,.) ( 3 6) 
V(B.,) 

Using (31) and (13) one obtains: 

M.. = I .(B~B.)M.(B.B~) = 

_ I ~M.(B.)M.(B.)B~ = L~L~ B~M.B 
~ (B..) V(B..) 

Analogously, for the rest of economy: 

_ B~R MR BRR MRR -
V(BRR) 

Further, Iet us introduce the isolated interregional multiplier product matrices in the 

form: 
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　　　　　　　　　　　　1　　　　　　　　　M　；v（瓦）M（B）砿（B・）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（39）
　　　　　　　　　　　　1　　　　　　　　　ルfR∠，＝　　 ルf，（BR）ルf、（B，）

　　　　　　　　　　　V（BR）

Therefore，analogously　to（9）and（38）one　obtains：

　　　　　　鉱，＝一堕B今砿、，B餐，IM、，二巫LB会、M、．疏　　 （40）

　　　　　　　　V（βの　　　　　　　　　　　　　V（β尺R）

　Introducing（37），（38）and（40）into（25）we　have

　〃『（B）＝ルf（B）［77］十〃くB）ひR］十〃F（B）［R7］十ルf（B）［R」R］

一需医オ』邸βレ∠　1＋需隆オ』瓢坤轟・］＋（41）

　一需『例砺蜘艸品］＋留伊列β泌B串E・］

　Using（17）one　obtains：

　ルf（B）＝M（B）［厚1＋ルf（β）［7R］＋ルf（β）［Rr］＋ルf（8）［RR】＝

一需臨ルB今］琳醐　］＋需匿オルB』坤篇麟1＋（42）

　＋需隣轟］臨睡醐渦］＋需虜ご例砿医品B矧

　Using　the　relationships　B，（1一。4の＝1；βR（1一、4RR）ニ1，the　following　expression　may　be

presented；

　M（B）一霧匿オ轟］（・一ん）卿一勘一銅轟］＋

　　　＋需匿オ、几］（Hの輪（H駅）瞬渦祠＋

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（43）
　　　＋鼎隣凸］（H舩）臨（H謳几品1＋

　　　＋需隣列（H舩）餓（H舩）医毒且恥］

or

　M（β）一需隆］（H謁（Hの匿列＋

　　　＋署隆］（・一ん）蜘H舩）匹恥］＋

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（44）
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+ J~~~~1 rB,R [ J
 

v(B) LBR^ (1-ARR)MR/'(1-A")LB" 

+ L~~~L1 rB.^ r J
 

v(B) LB^^ (1-A^^)M^ (1-A^^)LB^' 

B
'
^
J
 
+
 

B
^
^
J
 

IV. In terpretations. 

The following three-tier interpretation of the (25), (41 ) and (44) may now be presented: 

the multiregional multiplier product matrix, M(B), which reveals the spread of point-wise 

changes in the multiregional economy is the sum (superposition) of the four block matrices 

M(B)[rr]; M(B)[rR]; M(B)[Rr]; M(B)[RR]. It is important to realize that each matrix 
starts from the micro-level isolated intraregional and interregional multiplier product matrices 

M., M^ , M./R , M^/" Thereafter, the system focuses at the mes0-1evel, where attention is 

directed to the spread of changes to the rest of the economy through the extended Leontief 

inverses which are themselves decomposed into left and right Miyazawa external multipliers. 

Finally, at the macro-level, the spread of changes proceeds though the mechanism of the block 

fields of influence of changes in each block. 

This interpretation can be revealed for the block matrix M(B)[rr] corresponding to the 

region r; other block matrices can be considered in an analogous fashion. The decompositions 

will follow the path of interactions between method outlined in table l, but with an explicit 

focus on the interrelationships between a region and the rest of the economy in which it is 

nested; the role of internal and external effects in the spirit of Miyazawa ( 1966) will be readily 

apparent. To further assist in the interpretation, one might consider using this approach to 

reinterpret the structural path of relationships between the Kobe region and the rest of Japan 

in the wake of the recent Great Hanshin earthquake (see Okuyama et al., 1998). 

Micro-level of isolated region.' 

The analysis begins at a very micro-level, with attention focused on individual sectors or 

even sets of coefficients. Starting from (41), the block matrix 

M(B)[rr] 1~~~irl r 
= B~M'B~LI A'^B^ v(B) LB^A^ 

includes the multiplier product matrix, M. , that represents the micro-level economic landsdape 

of the isolated region r defming, with the help of the Leontiefmverse B,=(1-A..)~[, the 

hierarchy of the backward and forward linkages between the sectors of the region r and the key 

sectors of this region interpreted independently of the influence of the rest of economy. 

Moreover, M. represents a matrix of first order intensities of the fields of influence of 

individual changes in direct regional inputs, i.e., the gradient of first order changes in the 

Leontief inverse B. . Note that the analysis essentially ignores the rest of the economy, focusing 

on the interplay of fields of influence in the context of internal multiplier effects. It is as 

though Kobe were treated as an island economy, with no linkages to the rest of the world. 
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Meso-level of the influence of the economy on the region: 

Now, the impact on and received from the rest of the economy is considered. Structural 

changes in the Kobe economy generated by the earthquake would affect distribution of goods 

and services between Kobe and the rest of Japan. These bilateral exchanges are handled in the 

following fashion. The interpretation begins with the block matrix presented in (27): 

M(B) [rr] = L~~~~i rl I RBR r M..A.RBR 
_ 
~~~iLM.. 

V(B) LBRAR.J ~ V(B) BRAR.M.. BRAR.M_A.RBR 

that is based on the economic landscape 

M = I(~iB~,MB 
" (B.,) 

defined with the help of the extended Leontief inverse of the region r within the economy B.. 

= 1-A,.-A.^BRA^.) ~*. The matrix, M.., provides insights into a number of properties of the 
regional structure. First, it describes a hierarchy of the backward and forward intraregional 

sectoral linkages and the set of regional key sectors. Secondly, it indicates the changes in these 

hierarchies and in the set of key sectors caused by the economic interconnections of the region 

with the rest of economy. The mechanism through which these interconnections occur is 
described by the left and right Miyazawa external multipliers of the region r. 

B,. (1 B A R BRAR.) ~1 ;B ~. = (1 -A.RBRAR.B.) ~[ 

These external multipliers may be interpreted as a meso-level feedback loop (see Sonis et 

al., 1997b) for the transfer of economic changes between the region and the rest of economy 

generated by the components B.A.RBRAR., A.RBRAR.B. . Schematically, these transfers of 

influence may be considered to follow this pattern: 

[r] A ' B' [R J A" [r] B' [r] " [R] ---=> -- -- --
Hence, the interactions between the two regions involve consideration of external 

multiplier effects that can be reinterpreted as self-influence feedback loops. Disruption in the 

Kobe economy generates disruption in the rest of Japan and this second round of impacts 

return to effect the Kobe economy yet again. Thus, suppliers in a commodity chain of 
production located in Kobe would have been unable to ship their products to firms in the rest 

of Japan; these firms without needed inputs would have had to reduce production levels and 

thereby would have been unable to send the enhanced products back to the Kobe region for 

further use in intermediate production or final consumption. 

Macro-level transfer ofchanges in the region through the rest ofeconomy: 

An alternative perspective is provided here as a way of interpreting the impact of changes 

in a region and the rest of the economy. The economic landscape of the extended regional 

Leontief inverse, B.., can also be presented in a form: 
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M.. - B.L. M. B.. = B~ B. (1 -A..)M.(1 -A ..)B. B;. 
V(B..) V(B..) 

Here, the matrices, B~B.. B~~ , are parts of the block field of influence of changes in the 

region r ; this can be seen from the following chain of expressions derived from (41) - (44): 

[IBR A R = (1 -A ..) B.. rB~ rB .. (1 A) [BB 

J
 
L
 L= 

 

= -･･ LBRAR.B LBRAR.B 

J " 

 

B,R.LI A.RBR =LB.. B..A.RBRJ = (1-A..)LB_ B..A.RBRJ=(1-A..)LB.. B.R 
[
 
l
 

J
[
 

The block vectors B., 
; B., B.RJ are the components of the block fields of influence of 

BR, 

changes that originate within the regional inputs; therefore, from (37) the block matrix 

M(B) [rr] J~~~i rB r 
= V(B) LB~ (1-A..)M.(1-A..)LB.. B.R 

represents the macro-level spread of changes within the region r over all the economy. The 

approach here focuses at a more macro-level than the first one that was presented, but the 

underlying organization is very similar. 

The region versus the rest ofeconomy: 

Here, a modification of an earlier approach to the region versus the rest of the economy 

is provided that extends the interpretation to a broader context (see Sonis et al., 1996). If 

attention was directed only to the regional part, M(B) [rr] , of the economic landscape, M(B), 

then (32) may be shown as: 

[M(B)]..= M..+ M.RAR.B.+ B.A.RMR.+ BA.RM A B . RR R. . V(B ) V(B ) V(B ) V(B ) 
This part of (32) describes the spread of changes within the region r caused by (i) the 

J~~~i changes in direct inputs within the region. V(B) M.. ; (ii) changes in regional forward 

J~~~i J~~~~~~ 
M.RAR.B. ; (iii) changes ofthe regional backward linkages, V(B) linkages, V(B) B.A.R MR. 

L~~~~~l 
and, finally, (iv) changes in the direct inputs within the isolated rest of economy, V(B) B. 

A.R MRRAR.B. . This decomposition provides a summary of the changes focusing on a decompo-

sition into internal, forward, backward and external linkages. 
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V. Conclusions 

While many decomposition techniques for interpreting structure and structural change 

have been proposed and subsequently modified, there have been few attempts to explore the 

links between sets of methodologies. This paper has tried to provide a mapping between several 

alternative, yet complementary approaches and, in the previous section, provide a summary 

interpretation of the insights that they offer. Particular attention is paid to the distinction, first 

articulated by Miyazawa (1966), between internal and external effects. Overlying this under-

pinning is the strong presence of hierarchical influences and the superposition of different 

intersectoral and spatial mechanisms creating change. The methodology focused on a two 

region (region versus the rest of the economy) context; however, the extension to the n-region 

case, while more complicated, would follow similar paths. 
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